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Assessing clinical reasoning: moving from in vitro 
to in vivo

Abstract: The last century saw dramatic changes in clini-
cal practice and medical education and the concomitant 
rise in high-stakes, psychometrically-based examinations 
of medical knowledge. Higher scores on these high-stakes 
“in-vitro” examinations are modestly associated with bet-
ter performance in clinical practice and provide a mean-
ingful degree of assurance to the public about physicians’ 
competency in medical knowledge. However, results on 
such examinations explain only a small fraction of the 
wide variation currently seen in clinical practice and 
diagnostic errors remain a serious and vexing problem 
for patients and the healthcare system despite decades 
of high-stakes examinations. In this commentary we 
explore some of the limitations of high-stakes examina-
tions in assessing clinical reasoning and propose utilizing 
situated cognition theory to guide research and develop-
ment of innovative modes of ”in-vivo” assessments that 
can be used in longitudinally and continuously in clinical 
practice.
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Introduction
The last century saw dramatic changes in both clinical 
practice and medical education. Fueled in part by scien-
tific and technological advances, many diseases and con-
ditions became either curable or capable of being better 
managed and controlled. Typically, appropriate and suc-
cessful therapy requires a correct diagnosis and to be sure 
concomitant advances in diagnostic testing and imaging 
have undoubtedly facilitated the diagnostic process. Yet, 
even in this age of profound technological change the very 
human process of clinical reasoning leading to accurate 
diagnosis remains central to high quality and safe patient 

care. Diagnosis drives therapeutic decisions with physi-
cians and patients.

Catalyzed by the Flexner report in 1910 and sub-
sequently other calls for reforms over the last century, 
medical education in the US and other countries placed 
a premium on “science” resulting in an intense focus 
on acquiring and assessing medical knowledge among 
medical students, residents and fellows [1]. Medical 
knowledge is essential to clinical expertise and contin-
ues to be viewed as one of a physician’s core competen-
cies [2]. Yet studies have shown that medical knowledge, 
while important to clinical reasoning, is necessary but 
not sufficient for diagnostic expertise. Take for example, 
the problem of context specificity or the phenomenon 
whereby a physician can see two patients with the same 
chief complaint and the same (or nearly so) presenting 
history and physical examination and yet the physician 
comes to two different diagnostic decisions [3, 4].

What is clinical reasoning and how does it differ 
from clinical decision making? For purposes of this essay, 
we define clinical reasoning as the cognitive operations 
allowing clinicians to observe, collect, and analyze infor-
mation that ultimately leads to an action (i.e., diagnosis 
and therapy). Clinical reasoning refers to the steps up to 
and including establishing the diagnosis and treatment, 
which differs from clinical decision making where the 
emphasis is on the decision step (establishing the diag-
nosis and treatment). In other words, clinical reasoning 
typically entails a more inclusive view of what is occurring 
in the clinical encounter.

To further set the stage for this essay’s focus on 
assessment, we will also frame clinical reasoning in con-
temporary educational theory, notably situated cognition 
[5–8]. Situated cognition argues that thinking (cogni-
tion) emerges from individual(s) acting in concert with 
their environment. It shifts the emphasis from solely the 
physician to the physician interacting with the patient 
within a specific setting or encounter (e.g., a specific situ-
ation; some examples of component parts are shown in 
the Figure 1 illustrating the participants and the setting). 
Viewed through this perspective, the component parts of 
clinical reasoning and how these parts can and often do 
interact becomes apparent which can help with defining 
where reasoning goes awry when it does, (e.g., diagnostic 
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error) as well as better understand when it goes well. This 
in turn can lead to methods and approaches to help physi-
cians (and trainees) in the messy and, at times, complex 
nature of clinical practice (e.g., clinical reasoning “in 
vivo”).

We should also briefly mention two other important 
concepts, namely distributed cognition and situational 
awareness, we will not address that have been noted by 
others studying diagnostic error [9, 10]. Distributed cogni-
tion is a form of situativity theory and thus shares many 
features with situated cognition. However, the empha-
sis is different in that distributed cognition emphasizes 
information is shared by all (situated cognition does not 
specify this) and distributed cognition assumes that the 
components of the system must rely on each other to get 
the job done (this is not an assumption of situated cog-
nition). For this paper we argue that situated cognition is 
more inclusive in that it does not make these assumptions 
and thus may be more helpful with “diagnosing” when 
things go awry in clinical encounters, especially in the 
context of assessing the individual practitioner [8].

Situation awareness takes into account the complex 
interplay between elements in a given situation but the 
emphasis is on the individual decision maker. However, 
it does not provide a straightforward means, like situated 
cognition, for identifying and exploring the elements that 
may impact individual clinical performance in an encoun-
ter. Situated cognition provides different ways of viewing 
context in the clinical encounter [11].

Assessment is a critical activity in medical education 
and can help educators in many ways. First, assessment 
helps to codify and define a professional field of study. 
Second, assessment could help to assure the public a 
physician possessed the necessary clinical reasoning 

expertise to provide high quality and safe care. Finally, 
assessment can enhance learning through feedback and 
further study [12]. However, there are many challenges 
to constructing assessments for clinical reasoning in the 
clinical practice setting. For example, studies have found 
that it is difficult to disentangle knowledge, experience, 
and reasoning [13, 14]. Indeed, it has been argued that 
clinical reasoning is revealed only in action; such action 
implicitly would incorporate the potential influence of the 
unique context of the clinical encounter as we have out-
lined in Figure 1 [15, 16].

We will now discuss some of what we as a medical 
profession have learned and will propose some ideas to 
consider pursuing in terms of assessing clinical reasoning 
as a strategy to reduce the impact of diagnostic errors. We 
will use an activity that has been described in the exper-
tise literature (the analogy of pitching in baseball) in 
addition to situated cognition theory to help illustrate and 
illuminate our perspectives and propositions.

Assessing medical knowledge: 
where we have been
The last 100  years witnessed the rise of the science of 
testing, grounded in psychometrics, with advances 
in theory and subsequent application in high-stakes 
testing of medical knowledge as a routine and growing 
component of medical education in many countries [17]. 
The National Board of Medical Examiners was formed to 
provide licensing exams in 1915 and the first specialty 
certification examination was given just a few years later 
in ophthalmology [18, 19]. Exams have served as a useful 
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Figure 1 Situated cognition in the clinical encounter.
*Circles could also be added for other participants (and their individual elements) such as nurse(s), medical student(s) or resident(s) or 
other participants in the encounter. The number of potential interactions with including additional participants can grow substantially.
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assessment methodology because of the need for physi-
cians to possess and apply medical knowledge which is 
a necessary component of clinical reasoning required 
for effective and efficient patient care [20, 21]. In short, 
physicians cannot function with a “hard drive” devoid 
of medical knowledge and demonstrate expert perfor-
mance in clinical reasoning. Multiple studies illustrate 
that performance on high-stakes examinations in the 
form of well-written patient vignettes are associated with 
quality of clinical care [22–24]. In-training examinations, 
also using MCQ formats, have also grown in popularity 
as formative assessments for medical knowledge and 
valid predictors of performance on high-stakes certifica-
tion exams [25, 26].

Yet, despite the clear value of psychometrically-based 
examinations, usually delivered through vignette-based 
or other formats of multiple choice questions that assess 
the “hard drive”, the rate and impact of diagnostic errors 
has not changed dramatically over the last few decades 
and remains a vexing and serious problem for healthcare 
systems around the globe [27, 28]. This sobering reality 
highlights that assessment through examinations is insuf-
ficient to address the diagnostic error problem. There are 
many reasons for faulty clinical reasoning and we will 
explore and propose some additional assessment strate-
gies that we believe deserve attention for research.

Returning to our Figure 1, exams emphasize the knowl-
edge acquisition model by the circle represented by the 
physician. It does not take into account situational factors 
(such as the patient interacting with the physician within 
a system). A useful analogy found in major league baseball 
might be helpful to better understand the various com-
ponents of clinical reasoning in the context of a “live or 
in-vivo performance”. Pitchers prepare by throwing in the 
bullpen prior to starting a game or coming in to provide 
relief. A lot can be learned about pitching skill and ideas 
for improvement in the bull pen (“simulated practice”) but 
it is devoid of the actual game situations that the pitcher 
will experience. Any baseball fan can tell you that what 
happens in the bull pen may or may not predict how the 
pitcher performs in the game when he confronts a batter 
(in medicine the patient) in tense game conditions char-
acterized by who is on base, weather conditions, inning 
of the game, type of turf (“system or encounter” factors in 
medicine) are taken into account.

There are other approaches for testing medical knowl-
edge currently in limited use that resemble a form of an 
“oral exam” and can function as a form of “game tape 
review” for physicians. While oral exams have fallen out 
of favor in many high-stakes testing programs, techniques 
such as chart stimulated recall (CSR) and a variant known 

as case-based discussion (CBD) are still used in several 
contexts. CSR is a validated component of the Physi-
cian Assessment Review (PAR) program in Canada (most 
notably the province of Alberta) and CBD has been studied 
as part of the United Kingdom’s Foundation programme 
[29–33]. Both techniques used mostly for formative assess-
ments have been found to be reliable and perceived as 
useful by examiners and examinees alike. Typically, the 
medical record of a clinical encounter, chosen by the phy-
sician, trainee or assessor, is first reviewed by the asses-
sor against a structured template that produces a series 
of questions designed to probe the “why” behind the phy-
sician’s actions and decisions. The assessor uses these 
questions in a one-on-one session with the physician, 
following and documenting the rationale and reason-
ing behind the physician’s choices as documented in the 
medical record, plus any addition pertinent information 
not documented.

Because both methods use the physician’s own 
patient encounters as the clinical material for the assess-
ment, these techniques probably deserve greater attention 
for more routine and systematic use in examining clinical 
reasoning and diagnostic error. The challenge with such 
assessments, in addition to time and trained assessors, 
is sufficient sampling of patient encounters and associ-
ated contexts, but as we’ll discuss below health informa-
tion technology may be a facilitator in the future. This is 
akin to major league baseball pitching – to improve their 
performance, a pitcher will probably need to review a lot 
of game films (sufficient sampling). Once one engages 
in authentic practice-based assessments with multiple 
moving parts (in vivo assessment of clinical reasoning) 
making sure that there is sufficient sampling is essential.

What we do not know (well 
enough) – challenges  
of “in vivo” complexity

There has been substantial research on the clinical rea-
soning process from the physician’s viewpoint, usually 
depicted as a model using specific processes and steps 
(e.g., dual processing theory, illness script formation, 
etc.) that the decision maker (e.g., the physician) goes 
through [34–36]. While the decision-maker (physician) is 
the “final common pathway” for reasoning, things other 
than knowledge and the clinical facts of the patient’s pres-
entation can impact their performance. More research and 
attention needs to be given to the role of context in diag-
nostic reasoning as we argue above.
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The growing complexity of many patient presen-
tations complicated by multiple co-morbidities and 
occurring in the context of chaotic and fragmented 
clinical environments has grown exponentially in the 
last 25  years [37]. In exams and controlled laboratory 
experiments around diagnostic reasoning, context is a 
controllable element, not so in actual clinical practice, 
let alone ambiguity which can further complicate the 
process of assessment. For example, there are clinical 
situations where more than one answer is acceptable 
in practice – this is often the crux of shared decision 
making with patients. Work is urgently needed to better 
understand how the clinical environment (system 
factors, see Figure 1) and how the different participants 
(and their associated factors, Figure 1) interact to affect 
clinical reasoning. For example, in a study of hospital-
ized patients experiencing adverse events, Graber and 
colleagues found that a combination of “system” and 
“cognitive” errors, on average roughly totaling seven 
combined factors, contributed to each adverse event 
[38]. Durning and colleagues found that board certified 
internists faced with typical presentations of common 
conditions in internal medicine were impacted by a 
variety of contextual factors (see Figure 1) [39, 40]. 
What we need to better understand is how the factors in 
Figure 1 interact to affect clinical reasoning and produce 
diagnostic errors and harm. Furthermore, we need to 
understand how physicians can be trained to deal with 
contextual complexity and how systems can be better 
designed to reduce the potential to exacerbate diagnos-
tic errors. Returning to our baseball analogy, there are 
several ways to address the issue of context. Our above 
example of reviewing game films would represent one 
means to do this. Another example would entail having 
a pitcher practice in different game  situations (e.g., dif-
ferent pitch counts, runners on base).

The “hard drive” has limits
You simply cannot carry everything on the hard drive 
any more, as if you really ever could. To be sure, physi-
cians could carry a relatively greater proportion of what 
was known in the past, but it was probably a misguided 
notion to believe you could always carry “enough” on the 
hard drive to provide high quality care without looking 
things up. Regrettably, medicine has stubbornly held 
onto the belief that the hard drive should still reign “all 
supreme”. The amount of new knowledge now being 
generated is simply staggering. In a compelling article, 

Stead and colleagues foreshadowed that personalized 
medicine, guided by genomics and proteomics, is the next 
“explosion” in clinical medicine that will mandate the 
use of effective clinical decision support (CDS) given the 
potential number of combinations available for additional 
diagnostic work-up and therapy across patients [41]. It 
is now simply untenable to carry everything you need in 
your head. This is akin to expecting a major league base-
ball player knowing when to throw the “right pitch” in 
every situation despite the substantially lower complex-
ity of baseball compared to medicine. Extrapolating this 
to medicine highlights the order of magnitude in com-
plexity a physician encounters in “game situations”. We 
already know that physicians recognize multiple gaps and 
clinical questions each day in practice that requires use 
of CDS [42]. Use of clinical decision support (e.g., when 
the pitcher receives signs from a catcher or talks to the 
pitching coach) will likely be a mandatory competency 
for all physicians. Unfortunately, current clinical decision 
support tools are still relatively early in their develop-
ment and often difficult to use, but on the diagnostic front 
several web-based tools show promise and have already 
generated some empiric evidence for their effectiveness 
[43, 44]. The main question is how best to assess physi-
cian’s ability to recognize when and how to use diagnostic 
decision support tools.

Does therapy affect diagnostic 
accuracy?
Another area lacking in understanding is how therapeutic 
options affect the clinical reasoning process. Akin to the 
scientific method where you “start with the end in mind”, 
physicians’ diagnostic process is likely affected by what 
they believe is therapeutically available to the patient. For 
example, if a physician is aware of an effective therapy, 
could such knowledge contribute to premature closure 
(i.e., choosing a diagnosis without considering other 
viable alternatives), especially in situations requiring 
timely decision making such as acute chest pain or acute 
respiratory distress? Could physicians jump to a diagno-
sis because they so desperately want to be able to provide 
a treatment to a patient? From personal experience, we 
have certainly seen cases where physicians provide a 
treatment on the hope that a patient actually has a diag-
nosis with the consequence, however, being the therapy 
inadvertently or inappropriately becomes part of a diag-
nostic “test” in the belief response to therapy validates the 
initial diagnosis. In some cases this may make sense, but 
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in others it likely creates a confirmation bias error. Indeed, 
while our understanding of diagnostic reasoning has dra-
matically grown as mentioned above, our understanding 
of therapeutic reasoning is still in its infancy.

In all of the examples above high-stakes, psychomet-
rically-based testing is not likely to provide the methods 
and approaches to better understand these vexing chal-
lenges. New methods are needed.

Rethinking medical record audit
One promising approach potentially foreshadowed by 
Singh and colleagues in a recent study involved the review 
of medical records of patients unexpectedly hospitalized 
or who returned to the emergency department or outpa-
tient clinic visit within 14 days of the index visit. In this 
study, the authors found diagnostic error was a relatively 
common cause for the unanticipated re-visits [45]. This 
study suggests that novel uses of medical records may 
help to advance research in the in vivo setting to include 
effective use of clinical decision support and the interac-
tion between diagnostic and therapeutic reasoning. In our 
simplistic baseball analogy, this approach would entail 
focusing on the pitch chart showing the distribution of 
balls and strikes and specifically focusing on why the 
pitcher threw balls (a form of “error” in baseball).

Alternative (maybe radical) 
methods of diagnostic assessment?

Alternative 1: team-based diagnosis?

Diagnosis has almost exclusively been viewed as the 
domain of the physician and as a “solo act”. While this 
continues to be the case in many settings, most notably 
ambulatory care in the form of a medical visit, this is not as 
true for settings such as the hospital, rehabilitation facili-
ties, and other forms of institutionally-based care such as 
ambulatory surgical centers. Many residents, for example, 
can recall an incident in the ICU, ward or emergency 
department when an astute observation by a nurse, PA or 
NP led to the correct diagnosis or a revision in a diagnosis. 
We know that no single individual holds all the informa-
tion needed for optimal patient care – however, this is often 
viewed through the lens of treatment and not diagnosis. 
Ironically, problem-based learning and team-based learn-
ing deliberately use group process for learning [46]. Why 

then wouldn’t similar group processes be useful in clini-
cal diagnosis? Should we not assess physicians and other 
healthcare providers for their ability to engage in group 
diagnostic processes when appropriate? This would be 
akin to team meetings at the mound to discuss the optimal 
pitching strategy in a given situation. Indeed, a clinical 
example growing in popularity is the use of “huddles” in 
patient-centered medical homes to proactively plan care 
for patients being seen in the clinic that day.

Alternative 2: audio and video-review of 
diagnostic reasoning

In this age of smart phones, mini-cameras, iPads and the 
like, video review of the clinical encounter would seem to 
hold substantial potential to review diagnostic and treat-
ment decisions as well as the intermediate steps in clinical 
reasoning. For example, a study by Gennis and colleagues, 
using a simple audio recorder, some years ago found that 
a resident’s presentation and assessment to one faculty 
attending who had not directly seen the patient was dis-
cordance up to a third of the time when the patient was 
evaluated concomitantly the same day by an independent 
second faculty physician [47]. Video is routinely used for 
standardized patients as a debriefing tool; why not actual 
clinical practice using peer coaching? While CSR and CBD 
can effectively utilize the written record to explore clinical 
reasoning, use of the written record often does not pro-
vides sufficient specifics on why things did or did not 
go well. The baseball analogy here would be having the 
pitcher review game films of hitters and situations.

Conclusions
To return to our baseball analogy of clinical reasoning we 
would argue that a group of expert physicians seeing the 
same patient in an identical situation (Figure 1) would 
likely have similar trajectories (i.e., most arrive at the 
most reasonable diagnostic and treatment plans), just 
like a group of major league baseball pitchers could throw 
a baseball to a very similar, but not identical, location 
across the plate – most major league pitchers would still 
throw a “strike”. We would argue, as outlined in Figure 1, 
that a successful “in vivo” clinical encounter is a bounded 
condition much like a strike zone. In other words, we want 
our expert physicians to consistently “throw strikes” and 
show our physicians in training how to most efficiently 
learn how to do so.
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What is needed now are more robust approaches to 
teaching, practicing and assessing clinical reasoning 
(use of teams, clinical decision support, better feedback 
loops) that can be effectively deployed longitudinally 
and continually. Assessing medical knowledge periodi-
cally through high-stakes examinations, while playing an 
important and necessary assurance role in professional 
self-regulation, will not be sufficient to “move the needle” 
in addressing the vexing and consequential diagnostic 
error problem. While this commentary covered only a 

small portion of issues in assessing clinical reasoning, we 
hope this commentary has prompted some provocative 
thoughts for discussion within the medical community.
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